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G R A M M A R  

A.  Rewrite the following sentences in the passive. Look at the example first: 

Example: People speak English all over the world. 

                English is spoken all over the world. 

 

1. People are poisoning millions of fish in the Northern Sea. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

2. Someone has reported a major earthquake in Japan. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

3. They have recently made redundant a lot of people in our town.  

_____________________________________________________________ 

4. When we got to the airport, we heard that they had cancelled all the flights. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. When are they going to finish the new roundabout? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

B. There is one mistake (in italics) in each of the following sentences. Correct them. 

 

1. Last year my brother spend a year in the USA.2. At first he was quite surprised at the high standard    

    living there. 3. He had any possibility to make any money there as he did not have a work permit. 

4. By the time he got home, he spent all his money. 5. However, he enjoyed his staying and is determined  

    to go back. 

 

C. Put the verbs in brackets in the appropriate form: 

 

1. We _____________________________   (not lose) the match if you had played harder. 

2.  I remember ________________________(play) with my teddy when I was a small child. 

3.  That is John ____________________ (who) brother is my tennis coach. 

4. Parents, don‘t  let  children _________________(to run) accross the street at any time, please!  

5. We will have dinner earlier today, come before six, please. If you come at seven, we 

_______________________(eat) everything.                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                 Total............/15pts 
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V O C A B U L A R Y  

A. Complete the following sentences with one of the phrasal verbs below. You will need to put some 

of the verbs into the past and one of them will not be used: 

put up with let down get on with look up to  turn up  own up 

1. The policemen asked who had painted the graffitti on the wall but nobody ______________________. 

2. I really admire Dominika Cibulková. In fact she is the only tennis player that I ________________. 

3. Do you ______________________  your brother? No, we are always having terrible arguments. 

 4. My friend really ______________me __________ when he borrowed some money and did not give it  

      back. 

5. An old friend _____________________unexpectedly at my house last week so I made him dinner. 

 

B. Complete the following sentences (only one possibility is correct): 

1. Close the door quietly: please don’t:____________it. 

a) slap  b) crash   c) slam  d) bash 

2. Motorists are advised to drive with extra ______________ . 

a) warning  b) notice   c) regard  d) care 

3. This car has been a disaster from the ______________ . 

a) word go  b) year dot c) day off  d) number one 

4. I can’t see you tomorrow. I have a dental __________________. 

a) arrangement  b) engagement  c) appointment  d) date 

5. I’d like to _________________ at windsurfing. 

a) do a trick b) have a go   c) hit a finger  d) get 

 

Total:............/10 points 
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R E A D I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

A. Read the following text carefully. After reading, answer the 10 questions choosing and  

     underlining the most appropriate option according to the text: 

 

CHEERS FOR TECHNOLOGY – MAYBE 

 
Ronald B. Doorman is a well-known pioneer of cognitive science, which tries to understand and explain the workings of the 

mind. How does the mind work? What enables us to have thoughts and feelings, to decide what to do and how to act? 

Professor Doorman has written a number of learned books but in recent years he has been increasingly bothered by what he 

feels is a lack of reality in academic research. University-based research can be clever, profound, and deep, but according to 

Doorman, surprisingly often it has little or no impact either upon scientific knowledge or upon society at large. University-

based science is meant to impress one´s colleagues. Whether the work has any relevance to broader issues is seldom addressed. 

Doorman claims that society has unwittingly fallen into a machine-centered orientation to life, one that emphasizes the needs 

of technology over those of people, thereby forcing people into a supporting role, one for which we are most unsuited. Worse, 

the machine-centered viewpoint compares people to machines and finds us wanting, incapable of precise, repetitive, accurate 

actions. This leads to continuing and growing frustration with technology. 

Doorman believes that it does not have to be this way. Today we serve technology. We have to reverse the machine-centered 

point of view: Technology should serve us. 

The good news is that technology can make us smart, in fact, it already has. The human mind is limited in capability, There is 

only so much we can remember, only so much we can learn. But we can invent things that make us smart. Three cheers for the 

invention of writing, reading, art, music, the development of logic, textbooks, encyclopaedias, science and engineering. 

The bad news is that technology can make us stupid. Things that make us smart can also make us dumb. For instance, 

television has the power to inform and entertain. Peer  into the nation´s living room in the evening and what do you see: bored 

masses glued to their television sets watching soap operas, commercials and news of the complex events of the world reduced 

to a few minutes per topic. 

We humans have invented a wide variety of things to aid our cognition, some physical, some mental. Tools as paper, pencils, 

calculators, and computers are physical artefacts that aid cognition. Reading, arithmetic, logic and language are mental 

artefacts, for their power lies in the rules and structures that they propose, in information structures rather than physical 

properties. But whether physical or mental, both types are equally artificial: they would not exist without human invention. 

Doorman maintains that much of our human intelligence results from our ability to construct artefacts. Yes. We humans have 

capable brains, but our brains are limited in power. But we, unique among all the animals, have learned how to overcome our 

limitations. We have invented tools that make us stronger than the unaided body would otherwise be, faster and more 

comfortable. Our inventions warm us, clothe us, and feed us. Our technologies also make us smart: they educate and entertain 

us. 

But why are some of the artefacts of technological development thought to be beneficial, others not? Perhaps it is because 

technology has just developed by accident. That is, technology has not been planned, it just happened. It started off slowly, 

with the simple tools in the wild. As a result from the natural, unplanned development of tools came specialization in tool use 

and toolmaking. Each new advance in technology added to the powers and abilities of human society, each new advance also 

added to the amount of knowledge that newer generations would have to learn.  

In the past, technology had to worry about fitting people´s bodies; today it must fit human minds. Because of the machine-

centered view, the technology that is intended to aid human cognition and enjoyment more often interferes and confuses that 

aids and clarifies. People have to conform to the requirements of machines rather than the other way around: machines 

adapting to the requirements of people. This means that people appear in a bad light: they can concentrate on a task only for a 

short time, their spoken language does not follow the rules of grammar very well, etc. By contrast, a machine has no 

concentration problems. 

But perhaps it is the task that is the problem. People often act illogically and their behaviour does not fit the artificial 

mathematics called “logic” and “decision theory”. Yes, people do indeed err. Therefore, according to Doorman, the technology 

should be designed to take this well-known fact into account. 

Doorman´s goal is to develop a human-centered view of the technologies of cognition. His theme is not anti-technological, it is 

pro-human. Technology should be our friend in the creation of a better life; it should complement human abilities, aid those 

activities for which we are poorly suited, and enhance and develop those for which we are ideally suited. 

Consequently, Doorman suggests that the motto of the 1933 Chicago World´s Fair “Science Finds, Industry Applies, Man 

Conforms” should be transformed into a new motto for the twenty-first century “People Propose, Science Studies, Technology 

Conforms.”  
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R E A D I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  (continued) 
 

Now answer the 10 questions choosing and underlining the most appropriate option (a, b, c, or d) according 

to the text: 

 

1.  What does professor Doorman say about academic research? 

a) It has led to impressive discoveries    b) It is clever but hard to understand 

 c) It is often cut off from everyday life   d) It has a lot to say about the human mind 

 

2.  What has happened to technology? 

a) It has begun to dominate people     b) It has taken over tasks that are unsuited to people 

 c) It has forced people to think of their basic needs d)  It has made comparisons between people more precise 

 

3. How does technology affect our lives? 

a) It helps us to control nature     b) It helps even stupid people to act intelligently 

 c) It informs and entertains us in many ways  d)  It has both good and undesirable consequences 

 

4.  What is meant by ‘artefacts’ ? 

a) They are tools used in physical work   b) They are things created by people 

 c) They are new products of information technology d) They are unrealistic things 

 

5.  Why does professor Doorman find artefacts needed and useful? 

a)  They help us go beyond our normal capacities  b) Their development is not limited by moral problems 

 c) Many tricky problems are revealed thanks to them d) We could not exist without them 

 

6.  How can the development of technology be characterized? 

a) It has been extremely rapid     b) It has been largely spontaneous 

c) It has led to many unexpected accidents  d) A controlled start has been followed by a lack of      

                                                                                               planning 

7.  Why are many people frustrated with technology? 

a) It cuts people off from human contacts    b) It requires good physical fitness 

 c) It often makes people seem incompetent   d) It demands continuous quick decisions 

 

8.  What is prof. Doorman’s view of human abilities? 

a) They are worth admiration     b) They are too poorly known 

 c) They are unfairly belittled     d) They are weak compared with machines 

 

9.  What is prof. Doorman’s attitude towards technology? 

a) It should be a servant to mankind    b) It should imitate human abilities 

 c) It should be better suited to poor countries   d) It should have less ambitious goals 

 

10.  What is the main point about prof. Doorman’s new motto? 

a) It uses different words      b) It puts people in the centre 

 c) It is 80 years since the old motto was created   d) It is time to arrange a new World´s Fair 

Total Points:............/10 pts 
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L I S T E N I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

     

You  will hear a marine photographer talking about his work. According to what you hear, 

complete the sentences with one appropriate word in each gap. 

 

 

1.  Photographer says that ____________________________ is the most important aspect of his work. 

2. Before going on a trip photographer makes __________________________ of the photographs he  

    hopes to take. 

3. Knowing the types of photgraphs he wants to take helps the photographer to choose the right 

____________________.  

4. Photographer disagrees with people who say his way of taking photographs is not 

_________________. 

5. It´s important to find out whether ________________________ is needed to photograph  in a particular 

place. 
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